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In Solid Modeling, a boundary representation (b-rep) defines solids by their bounding surfaces, providing an efficient

volume description. Building on this representation, we present the notion of a Sealed Geological Model. In such a

model, the geological surfaces define a partition of the domain of interest into regions; analytic functions can be defined in

these regions to describe the spatial variations of the subsurface properties. Such descriptions can be used in Geophysics,

3D GIS, and for discretization purposes. In addition to the b-rep representational validity conditions, Sealed Geological

Models must satisfy conditions of geological consistency. Bearing these conditions in mind, we describe a methodology to

create and modify the shape of such sealed models interactively. We use the hierarchical relationship between geological

surfaces to help reshape the contact between a fixed surface (a surface that other surfaces can slide along, such as a fault,

erosion surface, or salt top) and a secondary deformable surface (e.g. horizon, older fault). Although designed to meet

the demanding requirements of interactive model editing, our methodology could also make use of displacement vectors

computed by an automatic process such as tomographic inversion or 3D balanced unfolding.
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INTRODUCTION

Integrated modeling of the Earth’s interior involves a variety of representations to describe the geometry

of geological objects, their relative relationships and the properties of their rock units. Among these rep-

resentations, solid representations (Mäntylä, 1988; Hoffmann, 1989) are of particular interest to geoscientists

(Gjøystdal, Reinhardsen, and Åstebøl, 1985; Turner, 1992; Bonham-Carter, 1994; Halbwachs and others, 1996;

Mello and Henderson, 1997; Assa, Celnicker, and Ramshorn, 1998; Mallet, 2002), in that they allow us to con-

sider the subsurface as a collection of distinct volumes, whose interior and exterior are unambiguously defined.
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Raster data structures (Cartesian grids or octrees) have been widely used to represent geological units

(Turner, 1992; Bonham-Carter, 1994), because they are efficiently represented on computers. Yet, the very

nature of geological objects calls for more flexible representations, capable of handling, e.g., complex stratigra-

phies, intricate fault networks, and salt geometries. The concept of Boundary Representation (b-rep) provides

the necessary versatility. In this approach, a volume object is entirely defined by its boundary, which can consist

of any type of closed and orientable free-form surface.

During recent decades, several topological representations have been proposed to model geological struc-

tures with b-reps (Gjøystdal, Reinhardsen, and Åstebøl, 1985; Lamboglia, 1994; Halbwachs and others, 1996;

Mello and Henderson, 1997; Lévy, 1999; Euler, Sword, and Dulac, 1999; Hubeli, 2002). Although most pro-

vide the required flexibility, actual models have proven difficult to build and update. This is due to a lack of

specificity of what the fundamental features of a geological model should be.

In this article, we address this problem by introducing two geological validity criteria on top of the clas-

sical b-rep validity conditions. Because these criteria restrict the class of possible b-reps, we call this new

representation a Sealed Geological Model. We then propose a means of building and editing such a model.

FROM BOUNDARY REPRESENTATION (B-REP) TO SEALED
GEOLOGICAL MODEL

Principle

A geological map represents geological units by their boundaries. Extending this idea to 3D models is

conceptually straightforward: geological interfaces (horizons, unconformities, faults, evaporite boundaries,

etc.) create a partition of space into well-defined polyhedral regions.

Although this region-wise model description is quite powerful, it is tedious to use in geological applications.

Therefore, several authors (Sword, 1991; Lamboglia, 1994; Mello and Henderson, 1997; Assa, Celnicker, and

Ramshorn, 1998) propose to group correlated regions into layers (grouping together regions having the same

stratigraphic age or lithology) and fault blocks (identifying the foot-wall and hanging-wall of a fault). Rock

properties are defined by analytical functions within each region or set of regions.

From this basic principle, several topological representations have been proposed.

Topological Model

In their pioneering work, Gjøystdal, Reinhardsen, and Åstebøl (1985) split the space by a set of orientable

parametric surfaces representing geological interfaces. The model consists of a tree of boolean operations

on the resulting half-spaces. This method is very flexible, but requires a finite resolution grid to evaluate the
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Figure 1. Some examples of non-manifold surface configurations. The non-manifold singularities are high-
lighted. Non-manifold edges (D) are needed in geological models to represent contacts between geological

interfaces.

regions. Moreover, maintaining the model topology over time is difficult because the topological representation

of the regions is not explicit. It is now well known (Weiler, 1985; Mäntylä, 1988; Bonham-Carter, 1994; Mallet,

2002) that the geometry of a model must be accompanied by a complete topological description of this model.

Most topological representations are based on the concept of cellular complexes (Lévy, 1999; Mallet, 2002;

de Floriani, Morando, and Puppo, 2003). A n-dimensional cellular complex Ω on a set C0 of vertices is a set of

k-cells, 0 ≤ k ≤ n. A k-cell is a subset of C0, homeomorphic to an open k-ball. The boundary ∂c of a k-cell

c is defined as the set of l-cells, 0 ≤ l < k that are proper subsets of c. The (k − 1)-cells in the boundary of a

cell c are called faces of c. In addition, Ω is such that:

∀v ∈ C0, v ∈ Ω

And, denoting the boundary of c by ∂c:

∀c ∈ Ω, ∂c ⊂ Ω

A 2D cellular complex for which the neighborhood of each point is homeomorphic to an open disc is said

to be manifold. Any surface that does not honor this property is non-manifold (Fig. 1). In geological models,

surfaces with non-manifold edges (Fig. 1-D) are of particuliar interest, e.g., to represent the junction between

two faults or between a horizon and a fault.

For that, a first category of approaches (Lamboglia, 1994; Mello and Henderson, 1997) use the notion of

radial edge (Weiler, 1985) to represent these non-manifold singularities.

Halbwachs and others (1996) propose to model a fault network directly with a 3D data structure: a General-

ized Map (3-G-Map) (Lienhardt, 1989). The incremental construction method first computes the intersections

of a fault F with the other surfaces of the model. The relationships between F and these surfaces are then

used to create fault polygons, that are inserted in the 3-G-Map by means of well-defined topological operators.

This method provides a comprehensive topological definition of the fault blocks, but only handles planar fault

geometries.
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In contrast, the hierarchical approaches first introduced by de Floriani and Falcidieno (1988) can effi-

ciently represent complex fault or horizon geometries. These methods are based on a distinction between the

micro-topology, which characterizes each surface separately using a 2-manifold data structure, and the macro-

topology, which describes how these surfaces are associated along their boundaries to make up volume regions.

Both radial-edge based data structures (Sword, 1991; Lamboglia, 1994; Euler, Sword, and Dulac, 1998) and

3D data structures (Hubeli, 2002; Lévy, 1999; Mallet, 2002) use this type of hierarchy.

Although these approaches provide the required flexibility, the quest for a perfect representation is not yet

over (de Floriani, Morando, and Puppo, 2003). In particular, even the otherwise complete algebraic specifi-

cations of G-Maps (Lienhardt, 1989; Halbwachs and others, 1996) and of Hierarchical G-Maps (Lévy, 1999;

Mallet, 2002) cannot properly tackle polyhedral regions embedded within other regions. For that, an auxiliary

inclusion tree has to be added to the data structures.

To prove the effectiveness of the concepts developed in this work, we have used the hierarchical represen-

tation similar to that of Lamboglia (1994). A modelM = {S, E ,R,L,F} is defined by:

• A set of triangulated manifold surfaces S = {B,F0, . . . , Fnf
, H0, . . . ,Hnh

}, representing the geological

interfaces. These interfaces consist of a domain boundary B, layer boundaries (horizons) Hi and faults

Fi. These surfaces are subdivided into triangles (Mallet, 1992, 2002), represented by a half-edge based

data structure (Preparata and Shamos, 1985).

• A set of radial edges E (Weiler, 1988), which associate border triangles of S whose edges coincide.

• The list of polyhedral regions R defined by this association of surface patches. Each region R ∈ R

is uniquely defined by its internal and external bounding interfaces, and can be assigned a name in a

deterministic manner.

• Groupings of regions into layers L and fault blocks F . For each group G ∈ L∪F , an analytical function

can be defined to describe the variations of a property within the layer or fault block.

This topological model has the required representative power to deal with geological models. In that sense,

it is equivalent to the models described by Lévy (1999); Mallet (2002); Assa, Celnicker, and Ramshorn (1998);

Hubeli (2002). The methods and the models presented in this article could thus be easily translated into one of

these topological models.

In this work, we are mostly concerned by the creation and the editing of b-reps of geological structures.

Therefore, we need first to consider the validity of the object, both from the representational and the geological

standpoint.
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Representational Validity

In the Solid Modeling literature, a great deal of care has been taken to specify the representational validity

of a b-rep (Mäntylä, 1988; Sakkalis and Shen, 2000; Higashi and others, 2001). A model is considered invalid

if does not yield a physical object in 3D space (for instance, a Klein bottle does not define the boundary of a

valid solid). In the ideal modeling software, the following conditions should be observed at all times:

• A solid model has a finite extent in space. In practice, this requires that a bounding box can be found for

the model.

• Any two distinct i-cells may intersect only at common (i− 1)-cells belonging to their boundaries (non-

intersection condition). In practice, this requires that the topological data structures be consistent with

the geometry of the model.

The main cause of violations of the non-intersection condition is failure of the surface intersection com-

putation. Reliable algorithms for computing surface intersections are difficult to come up with because of

the limited precision of floating point numbers in computers (Fortune, 1995). Therefore, as noted by Higashi

and others (2001), defining the topology of a b-rep cannot rely only on geometrical computations, but on addi-

tional constraints. In CAD applications, these constraints are usually provided by a parametric definition which

is not suited to all geological objects (Mallet, 1997, 2002)

Sealed Geological Model

Consider the set of manifold surfaces S of a modelM = {S, E ,R,L,F}. A subset β(∂S) of a surface

boundary ∂S, S ∈ S is said to be a free border if it is not bound to another surface by any radial edge of E .

From this definition, two fundamental conditions forM are needed for geological validity :

Condition 1 Only faults may have free borders, corresponding to a null displacement of blocks. The borders

of the other types of surface should be bound to target surfaces :

∀S ∈ S, ∃β(∂S) ⊂ ∂S such that β(∂S) is free ⇒ S is a fault

Condition 2 Any two distinct layer boundaries Hi and Hj cannot cross each other: by definition, one of the

oriented faces of a layer boundary identifies one and only one layer; thus, ifHi andHj could cross each

other, a region of space would belong to two layers, which is impossible.

A b-rep that honors these two constraints is a sealed geological model (Fig. 2). Note that an invalid b-rep
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Figure 2. A cross-section view of a valid geological modelM, made of a domain boundary SB , three faults
{F1,F2,F3} and four layer boundaries {H1,H2,H3,H4}. The model also contains the list of regions making
up the layers. For instance, layer L4 consists of the regions R41, R42 and R43. Surface borders are denoted by

circles.
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Figure 3. Detailed view of invalid features commonly generated by cut-based approaches. Horizons are de-
noted by light lines, and faults by bold lines; free surface borders are denoted by white circles. Free horizon
borders are related to dangling horizon parts (A) or to leaks between layers (B). Such leaks may also be due to

errors in the cut algorithm (C). Overlapping layers (D) violate the second validity condition.

(Fig. 3-C) is always an invalid sealed geological model; the converse is not true, since legal b-rep features may

violate geological consistency (Fig. 3-A, B, D).

These minimal conditions can be checked using topological information, provided that the modelM has

a valid representation. These conditions are general, and mass conservation, deformation and rupture mecha-

nisms (Ramsay and Lisle, 2000), or more advanced criteria (Gratier and Guillier, 1993; Thibault and others,

1996) could be formulated allowing a better characterization of b-rep validity. These minimal conditions can
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Figure 4. Cut-based approach for model building. From a structural model with borders consistently defined
(A), the horizon borders are extrapolated (B). After the cut, the dangling horizon parts need to be removed (C).

Note the poor mesh quality of the resulting surfaces.

be used to automatically detect invalid features, a preliminary step for any model correction.

Together with the representational validity constraints of a b-rep, these geological validity constraints define

a Sealed Geological Model. The remainder of this article describes how to build and edit interactively such a

model.

BUILDING A SEALED MODEL

We propose a process to build a Sealed Geological Model from a set of triangulated surfaces. The interfaces

have been interpolated from available data as decribed by Mallet (1997), and are discontinuous across faults.

The boundary ∂S of a surface S of S is subdivided into a set of contiguous borders. A border β(∂S) consists

of a polygonal line whose vertices, called nodes, have the same status in the model. Using a “Boundary on

surface” constraint (Mallet, 2002, Chap. 6), the nodes of a border β(∂S/Starget) can be constrained to lie on a

target surface Starget, e.g., a fault (Fig. 4-A). Using this information, the goal is to generate a sealed geological

model, i.e., a b-rep that honors the representational and geological constraints.

Previous Work

Classical methods to build boundary representations are based on surface cut algorithms (Fortune, 1995;

Halbwachs and others, 1996). The geometrical intersections between the surfaces of S are computed, and used

to bind surfaces together.

Unfortunately, this approach cannot be applied directly in most cases, and a prior extrapolation of surfaces

is often needed to avoid leaks between regions (Fig. 4). For instance, horizon borders have to be extrapo-
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lated across faults, unconformities and domain boundaries. The free surface parts on the other side of the

discontinuity must be removed after the cut operation. This tedious process could be automated by removing

automatically free surface parts according to Constraint 1.

Instead of extrapolating surfaces, Euler, Sword, and Dulac (1998) propose an automatic approach to cut

surfaces under constraints. The operation exploits the “boundary on-surface” constraint: the nodes of a border

β(∂S/Starget) are projected onto the target surface Starget ; the shortest path between two consecutive nodes is

then used to compute the intersection line. This method is a significant improvement over previous approaches,

but relies on intersection computations.

Due to the complexity of the algorithms involved, these cut-based approaches may not always yield a valid

model. The most frequent symptoms of invalidity are leaks between two regions (infringement of condition

1, Fig. 3-B-C) or the existence of “bubbles”, which have no geological meaning (infringement of condition 2,

Fig. 3-D).

Because the cut operation refines the mesh of the intersecting surfaces along the intersection curve, the

resulting border triangles may have a poor aspect ratio (Fig. 4-C), which may cause numerical problems in

subsequent modeling operations.

Recently, two elegant approaches based on Voronoi diagrams have been proposed. Courrioux and others

(2001) creates volume models from field observations and geological surfaces: points are generated on both

sides of each interface using information about the surface normals; the Voronoi diagram of these nodes is then

smoothed and Voronoi polyhedra having the same geological nature are merged. Hale and Emanuel (2002)

proposes a physical model to displace nodes within a seismic image; the resulting Voronoi diagram is aligned

on the seismic features, and can be used as a reservoir simulation grid and to improve seismic interpretation.

Construction Method

The validity conditions introduced in the first Section make it possible to consider another approach to

model building. Instead of deducing the model topology from geometrical computations, we propose to con-

form directly to the geological validity constraints.

Several ideas underlie this method:

• The boundary ∂S of a surface S ∈ S is subdivided into borders {β1(S), . . . , βk(S)}. If S is not a fault,

all borders must be embedded into target surfaces to meet the first geological validity condition. This can

be done either automatically, using proximity queries, or interactively. Either way, it is simple to enforce

that all surfaces except faults have no free borders.
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Figure 5. Parameterization x(u, v) and inverse parameterization φ(x, y, z) defined on a triangulated surface.

A B C

Figure 6. Proposed construction method. The borders of the initial surfaces are evenly resampled (A). The
interfaces are then retriangulated to conform to these radial lines (B), and disconnected to set the radial edges

(exploded view, C).

• Any surface S of S can be piecewise parameterized by a bijective function x(u, v) such that

∀(u, v) ∈ P ⇒ x(u, v) ∈ S,

where P is the parametric domain of S in the plane IR2 (Fig. 5). The function x(u, v) should be such as

to minimize distortions, see Lévy and Mallet (1998); Lévy and others (2002).

From these considerations, the construction method proceeds as follows (Fig. 6):
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1. The contact lines between surfaces are computed from the constraints on borders, yielding a frame model

(Lepage, 2002).

2. The frame model is resampled evenly and each surface of the model is resampled consistently along

contacts using a conforming Delaunay triangulation (Lepage, 2002).

3. Surfaces are disconnected along the contact lines, and radial edges are created along each border edge.

The Sealed Geological Model is then built by traversing the surface patches using these non-manifold

radial edges.

As compared to the cut-based approaches, this method uses only the constraints on surface borders to

create the model. Therefore it is assumed that any intersection between the initial surfaces is represented by a

constrained border.

MODEL EDITING

A numerical model of the subsurface is never more than a mere approximation of reality. When new

information becomes available, e. g., when a well is drilled, it is thus common to observe a misfit between

the old model and the new observations. In most cases, editing an existing model to account for the new

information is much preferable to a complete model rebuild. When the initial model is built from field data,

editing is also needed after a first interpretation (de Kemp, 1999).

Previous Work

Editing parts of a solid model may imply topological changes. At present, most approaches described

in the literature consider only deformations that do not modify the macro-topology of the model (Mello and

Henderson, 1997; Hubeli, 2002). For instance free-form deformation (FFD), introduced by Sederberg and Parry

(1986), uses a smooth spatial deformation function applied to the whole model.

With regard to the two validity conditions presented above, FFD methods can give good results, provided

that the discretization of the deformation function is carefully handled. However, for many applications, it is

desirable to leave room for controlled topological changes.

Gjøystdal, Reinhardsen, and Åstebøl (1985) propose to modify oriented free-form surfaces and recompute

the model definition using a grid and boolean operations. Euler, Sword, and Dulac (1999) describe how an

interface can be removed from the model, globally modified under geometric constraints, and reincorporated

into the volume model using a surface “cut with constraints” operation that honors contacts. This operation

is general and flexible, but requires a complete reconstruction of the model. The process is computationally
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Figure 7. The sets defined in the modified domain. The simplices of the domain are classified according to
their belonging to the interior or the border of the fixed surface Sf or of the surface to deform Sd.

expensive, and does not guarantee the persistence of geological invariants (number of regions, definition of

layers, etc.).

Method outline

Our editing method displaces in real time the interfaces of a sealed modelM while maintaining the defi-

nition and the consistency ofM. This can be achieved incrementally by deforming locally a surface Sd that

bounds two regions Ra and Rb (Fig. 7). Preserving the model validity throughout the modification requires

keeping the number and the names of the regions ofM constant. Let Sf denote the fixed interface defined by:

Sf = (∂Ra ∪ ∂Rb) \ Sd. Then, model validity is ensured by the following deformation constraints:

Constraint 1 the borders of Sd can only be displaced continuously along the fixed surface Sf

Constraint 2 Sd may only move inside Ra ∪Rb.

Constraint 2 has been extensively addressed previously by interference detection algorithms (Snyder and oth-

ers, 1993; Jiménez, Thomas, and Torras, 2001). Constraint 1 can be enforced piecewise by parameterizing the

fixed surface Sf locally, and reshaping the border of Sd in the parametric domain. The model is then updated by

constrained Delaunay triangulation. The method involves a specific topological model introduced in Caumon,

Sword, and Mallet (2003) and further explained in the Appendix.
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A B

C D

Figure 8. Two Sealed Geological Models (courtesy of Total). A and B: this model is made of 4 surfaces
and 8178 triangles; note the nice mesh quality obtained by the conforming Delaunay triangulation. C and D:
this model of 14 surfaces and 12500 triangles has been modified locally in real time by two simple graphic

manipulations.

RESULTS

The concepts and methods presented in this article have been implemented in a C++ “plugin” on top of the

Gocad modeling software. Two examples of sealed geological models obtained with this plugin are shown in

Figure 8. Both models were created interactively from a set of independent surfaces in less than 15 minutes.

The editing of the second model (Fig. 8-C,D) was achieved in real time on a 1GHz, 512 MB PC.

In the first model, the artificial high density of triangles in the magnified zone (Fig. 8-B) is due to the

use of a conforming Delaunay triangulation method (Lepage, 2002). Note that this could be avoided using a

constrained Delaunay approach (Chew, 1989), at the expense of mesh quality.
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CONCLUSION

We have extended the notion of boundary representation to model geological structures. For that purpose,

new validity conditions have been introduced and a contruction and an editing method have been defined.

In this work, we have tried to remain as general as possible, introducing only necessary validity conditions.

For practical applications, however, additional validity criteria could be added according to the geological

setting, as proposed for instance by Gratier and Guillier (1993); Thibault and others (1996); Ramsay and Lisle

(2000).

As uncertainty is usually associated with the initial data that the models are built from; it would be inter-

esting to couple the techniques described in this article with the stochastic simulation of geological interface

geometries, as in Lecour and others (2001). Maintaining automatically the consistency of the solid model would

then provide an integrated means to assess structural uncertainties (e.g., volume computations, well planning,

etc.).

Most physical processes can be modeled by solving partial differential equations. Unfortunately, the numer-

ical solvers of these equations require a discretization of space. A Sealed Geological Model provides a frame

for generating such a discretization by unstructured gridding; Lepage (2002). In such a context, an interesting

application of this work would be to couple gridding algorithms with this frame, for fast updates of a mesh after

a model deformation (Mello and Henderson, 1997; François and Cuillière, 2000).
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APPENDIX: THE CORNER MAP, A TOPOLOGICAL MODEL FOR
LOCAL UPDATING

Notation

In a sealed geological modelM, consider an editable region comprised of a deformable surface Sd and a

surface Sf whose geometry is fixed (Fig. 7):

• CSf∩Sd
makes up the modifiable contact between Sf and Sd. This contact comprises the radial edges

binding the border triangles of Sd to the border triangles of Sf . During the modification, this contact

must remain on the fixed surface Sf .
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Sf

Sd

Figure 9. When contacts intersect, intersection nodes have to be inserted in or removed from both the fixed
surface and the other surfaces around these contacts.
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Sd
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Figure 10. The deformation of Sd may imply drastic topological changes in the model. In addition to the
triangulation of interfaces, the adjacencies between polyhedral regions are subject to change.

• E∂Sf
and E∂Sd

consist of the other border edges of both surfaces. As these elements make up the junction

of the modified domain with the remainder of the model, their geometry and topology will be fixed during

the modification.

• NSd
and TSd

consist of the interior nodes and triangles of the interface Sd respectively. By definition, the

nodes NSd
may be displaced during the modification. Their connectivities may be modified if necessary

during the deformation of Sd.

• NSf
and TSf

consist of the interior nodes and triangles of the fixed surface Sf respectively. These

sets may be made of several manifold connected components, tied by radial edges. When the deformed

interface has reached a new position, the set of triangles TSf
will have to be re-computed from the original

nodes NSf
to account for the new contact position.
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Figure 11. Updating the fixed surface Sf

Accounting for topological changes

Maintaining the model seal throughout a modification involves more than simply maintaining a geometri-

cally sealed contact. A constrained deformation may induce significant topological changes in the model (Fig.

10). At the micro-topological level, the triangulation of the geological interfaces must be updated to honor the

non-intersection condition. At the macro-topological scale, the faces of polyhedral regions may change, and

region adjacencies may vary.

When this happens, intersections between the border edges of E∂Sf
and of the modified contact CSf∩Sd

need to be inserted in or removed from the fixed surface Sf . As shown in Figure 9, the triangles around the

intersecting edges must then be modified to maintain the b-rep representational validity.

The automated method to keep track of these changes proceeds as follows (Fig. 11):

1. Destroy locally the previous triangulation TSf
(Fig. 11-A).

2. Compute the wireframe intersections between E∂Sf
and the modified contact CSf∩Sd

. This can be per-

formed using a sweep-based algorithm in parametric space (Boissonnat and Preparata, 2000).

3. Compute a Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (Chew, 1989; Lepage, 2002) of the nodesNSf
in the 2D
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Figure 12. The corner maps of a modified patch of Sf (A: global view; B-D: details of a corner). Gluing without
caring how the new triangulation TSf

is glued to the remainder of the surface may yield bad connections for
co-located nodes (D, exploded view). A bad connection can be avoided using a corner map (A,B: normal view;

C: exploded view).

parametric space. Delaunay constraints consist of all the border edges E∂Sf
∪ CSf∩Sd

(Fig. 11-B).

4. Clip the triangles between the boundary of the modified domain and the convex hull ofNSf
(Fig. 11-C).

From a non constrained border edge, these triangles are obtained by a simple graph traversal algorithm.

5. Glue the retriangulated patch to the deformed surface Sd and to the exterior of the modified domain. (Fig.

11-D and E).

The triangulated patch is by definition a homogeneous simplicial complex of dimension 2 without sin-

gular faces (Boissonnat and Yvinec, 1998). In other words, the patch is made of a single connected

component, while the fixed surface Sf contains co-located nodes on its internal border (Fig. 12). How-

ever, the retriangulated patch has to be unsewn along its constrained edges to meet to the non-intersection

condition (Fig. 11-D).

For two co-located border nodes in the retriangulated patch, the connection to the remainder of Sf is

ambiguous (Fig. 12-D). Only topological information can be used to remove this ambiguity, but the

existing model structures described so far do not provide such information. Therefore, we propose a

special-purpose topological model called the corner map.

The corner map

A corner c is a singular group of nodes, where three or more constrained edges meet (Fig. 12). The goal of

a corner map cmap(c) is to identify the sectors of surface around c. For that, we consider the constrained edges
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on Sf to define a polygonal complex (or 2-dimensional cellular complex), that can be conveniently represented

by a 2-G-Map (Lienhardt, 1989; Halbwachs and others, 1996; Mallet, 2002) G = {D, α0α1, α2}, where :

• D is a finite set of darts. In a p-dimensional cellular complex, a dart d is defined by a series of cells

of increasing dimensions d = {c0, c1, . . . , cp}, such that ci−1 ⊂ ∂ci,∀i ∈ [1, p]. In two dimensions

(p = 2), we will represent geometrically a dart d = {c0, c1, c2} as a bullet-headed segment inside the

polygon c2, oriented along the edge c1, and whose head is close to the vertex c0 (Fig. 12-A-C).

• α0, α1 and α2 are involutions on D such that, for i ∈ [0, 2], αi links two darts d = {c0, c1, c2} and

d′ = {c′0, c′1, c′2} differing only by one cell of dimension i

αi(d) = d′ ⇐⇒ ci⊕1 = c′i⊕1
ci⊕2 = c′i⊕2

where i⊕ j = (i+ j)%i is the residual of the integer division of i+ j/i

From this definition, the corner map cmap(c) = {G,n, v0} is obtained as a specialization of the 2-G-Map

G, where n and v0 are functions that associate a dart of D to a surface node of NSf
. For any pair of darts

(d1, d2) ∈ D2:
α1(d1) = d2 ⇐⇒ n(d1) = n(d2)

α2(d1) = d2 ⇐⇒

 n(d1) 6= n(d2)
n(d1) and n(d2) are co-located
v0(d1) and v0(d2) are co-located

The corner map can be built from the standard model data structures before editing. After the triangulation

and the unsewing operations, the inverse function n−1 is used to access the corner map whenever corner nodes

are detected.

With this topological model, the new topology of the fixed surface Sf can therefore be correctly computed,

and the radial contact information successfully updated. As the number of regions is invariant through the

modification, the layer definitions and the associated information can be preserved.
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